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Britain/s Plan To Ruin Helmut Schmidt 

T h e r e  now e x i s t s  n o  d o u b t  a b o u t  the 
persons and the motives behind the unfolding of a big 
new "Commie spy" scandal in Bonn over the past 
week. Britain's financial oligarchy and its allied 
terrorist controllers have been using hints provtded by 
the Romanian intelligence official and defector Ion 

Pacepa to personally ruin West Germany's Chancellor 
Schmidt at the very height of his popularity. and to 

halt Schmidt's European Monetary Fund and other 
development initiatives. 

The "Pacepa affair" was launched on the basis of 
leaks provided by a known British intelligence agent. 
Robert Moss. Writing in the Daily Telegraph last 
month, Moss warned - fallaciously - that Schmidt 
was currently under ihe influence of Egon Bahr. the 
Social Democratic Party's business manager. who 

allegedly advocated West Germany's withdrawal 
from the NATO military alliance and hence the 

country's "Finlandization" by the Soviet Union. A 
government official dismissed the allegations as 
"baloney." 

The same terrorist controller and "China-card" ad
vocate Robert Moss wrote yesterday: "The Pac epa 
affair suggests that the government spokesman. Mr. 
Klaus Bijlling, acted rashly in trying to dismiss my re
cent detailed disclosures in this column about secret 
contacts between left-wing SPD leaders and Moscow 
as 'baloney.' Watch this space." British intelligence 
has never issued a clearer warning. 

Dire Consequences 
Even though the British are working against great 

odds, the international consequences of their success 
in destabilizing Chancellor Schmidt would be exceed
ingly grave - almost as grave as the outbreak of war 
in the Middle East. At present. the Soviet Union relies 
on both West Germany and France as forces which 
can help hold the West away from the path to thermo
nuclear confrontation, as this path is being defined by 
British oligarchical circles and their U.S. allies such 
as Henry Kissinger and Zbigniew Brzezinski. If 
Schmidt were to be forced out of office and replaced 
by a vacillating and weak Christian Democratic 
government subject to British control. or some 
variation of this. the Soviet leadership would perceive 
it as a serious weakening of the forces of sanity in the 
West (and particularly within NATO itself). Under 
such circumstances. orchestrated confrontations be
tween "left" and "right" groupings in West Germany 
and elsewhere in Western Europe would eliminate the 
remaining obstacles to the confrontationist policies of 
the Bukharinite snake elements (themselves under 
British aegis) within the Soviet apparatus. 

Reliable sources close to West Germany's security 
services have confirmed that Zionist and "black inter
national" circles are actively preventing West 
German authorities from effectively eliminating 
international terrorism. The Israeli Mossad. 
according to these sources. is threatening to halt all 
collaboration with West Germany if Chancellor 
Schmidt requests the extradition of Joachim Klein. a 
Baader-Meinhof terrorist known to be harbored by 

Israel. In line with this threat. the London Times has 
"predicted" a wave of new terrorist "outrages" in 
West Germany this fall. timed for the anniversary of 
the kidnapping of the industrialist Hanns-Martin 

Schleyer. 

Encirclement 

The British strategy against Schmidt has three 
essential elements. First. Schmidt is to be portrayed 
as "standing alone in his party," as the daily Die Welt 

put it, and unable to cope with such "Moscow-in
fluenced" colleagues as Egon Bahr. Defector Pacepa. 
for instance, claimed that Uwe Holtz. a 
parliamentarian who heads the Committee for Econo

mic Cooperation and Development, is working in the 
employ of Romanian intelligence. According. to 
Pacepa, Holtz supported the signing of a West 
German-Romanian aircraft deal on "orders from 
Romanian intelligence." As Die Welt wrote yesterday. 
"It is not accidental that influential circles around 

Brzezinski in the U.S. are worried" about such things. 
The second phase concerns the "Communist in

fluenced" left wing of the Social Democratic Party, 
which in reality is run lock. stock and barrel by Anglo
American intelligence networks. Led by SPD Chair
man Willy Brandt. this layer is to be mobilized against 

the American CIA as the alleged source of the attacks 
on their party. (For this purpose. it was arranged that 
the defector Pacepa be handed over to American and 
not British intelligence.) 

Undermining Schmidt Policies 

The third element in the offensive is a direct assault 
on Schmidt and his policies. led by the same "left" 
elements who are allegedly influencing him. 

SPD Vice-Chairman Hans Koschnick has issued a 

defense of the antinuclear. zero-growth policies of 
Erhard Eppler. the notorious SPD leftist who runs the 
party in Baden-Wiirttemburg. In spite of direct 
criticisms of Eppler from Schmidt's development 

minister Offergeld, Eppler has continued to out
rageously defend the "democratic rights" of people 

who advocate terrorist acts. 

- John Sigerson 
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